Resolving optical illumination distributions
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Abstract: Photodetecting fibers of arbitrary length with internal metal,
semiconductor and insulator domains have recently been demonstrated.
These semiconductor devices exhibit a continuous translational symmetry
which presents challenges to the extraction of spatially resolved
information. Here, we overcome this seemingly fundamental limitation and
achieve the detection and spatial localization of a single incident optical
beam at sub-centimeter resolution, along a one-meter fiber section. Using an
approach that breaks the axial symmetry through the constuction of a
convex electrical potential along the fiber axis, we demonstrate the full
reconstruction of an arbitrary rectangular optical wave profile. Finally, the
localization of up to three points of illumination simultaneously incident on
a photodetecting fiber is achieved.
© 2010 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (160.2290) Fiber materials; (040.5160) Photodetectors.
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1. Introduction
Optical fibers rely on translational axial symmetry to enable long distance transmission. Their
utility as a distributed sensing medium [1–3] relies on axial symmetry breaking either through
the introduction of an apriori axial perturbation in the form of a bragg gratings [4], or through
the use of optical time (or frequency) domain reflectometry techniques [5,6] which measures
scattering from an adhoc axial inhomogeneitie induced by the incident excitation. These have
enabled the identification and localization of small fluctuations of various stimuli such as
temperature [7–9] and stress [10,11] along the fiber axis. Due to the inert properties of the
silica material, most excitations that could be detected were the ones that led to structural
changes, importantly excluding the detection of radiation at optical frequencies. Recently, a
variety of approaches have been employed, aimed at incorporating a broader range of
materials into fibers [12–20]. In particular, multimaterial fibers with metallic and
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semiconductor domains have presented the possibility of increasing the number of detectable
excitations to photons and phonons [19–25], over unprecedented length and surface area.
Several applications have been proposed for these fiber devices in imaging [23,24], industrial
monitoring [26,27], remote sensing and functional fabrics [20,21].
So far however, the challenges associated with resolving the intensity distribution of
optical excitations along the fiber axis have not been addressed. Here we propose an approach
that allows extraction of axially resolved information in a fiber that is uniform along its length
without necessitating fast electonics or complex detection architectures. We initially establish
the axial detection principle by fabricating the simplest geometry that supports a convex
potential profile designed to break the fiber’s axial symmetry. Then, an optimal structure
which involves a hybrid solid-core/thin-film cross-sectional design is introduced that allows to
impose and vary convex electrical potential along a thin-film photodetecting fiber. We
demonstrate the localization of a point of illumination along a one-meter photodetecting fiber
axis with a sub-centimeter resolution. Moreover, we show how the width of the incoming
beam and the generated photoconductivity can also be extracted. Finally, we demonstrate the
spatial resolution of three simultaneously incident beams under given constraints.
2. Principle of our approach
Photodetecting fibers typically comprise a semiconducting chalcogenide glass contacted by
metallic electrodes and surrounded by a polymer matrix [19–21]. These materials are
assembled at the preform level and subsequently thermally drawn into uniform functional
fibers of potentially hundreds of meters in length, as illustrated in Fig. 1(A1). An electric
potential V(z) across the semiconductor can be imposed along the fiber length by applying a
potential drop V0 at one end as depicted in Fig. 1(A2). As a result, a linear current density jdark
is generated in the semiconductor in the dark, between the electrodes. When an incoming
optical wave front with an arbitrary photon flux distribution Ф0(z) is incident on a fiber of
total length L, the conductivity is locally changed and a photo-current (total current measured
minus the dark current) is generated due to the photoconducting effect in semiconductors, as
illustrated in Fig. 1(A2). The measured photo-current in the external circuitry is the sum of the
generated current density jph(z) along the entire fiber length: i ph  C L V ( z ) ph ( z )dz , where C



0

depends on the materials and geometry and is uniform along the fiber axis, and σph is the
locally generated film photo-conductivity that depends linearly on Ф0(z) in the linear regime
considered [22–24,30–32]. Note that for simplicity the integrations on the other cylindrical
coordinates r and θ are not represented. Also, we neglect the diffusion of generated free
carriers along the fiber axis since it occurs over the order of a micrometer, several orders of
magnitude lower than the expected resolution (millimeter range).
For the photodetecting fibers considered so far, the conductivity of the semiconductor in
the dark and under illmination has been orders of magnitude lower than the one of the metallic
electrodes. These electrodes could hence be considered equipotential, and V(z) = V0 along the
fiber axis over extend lengths. As a result, jdark is also uniform as depicted on the graph in Fig.
1(A2). Moreover, the photo-current measured in the external circuitry integrates the photoconductivity distribution σph(z) along the fiber length. This single, global current measurement
does not contain any local information about the incident optical intensity distribution along
the fiber axis. In particular, even the axial position of a single incoming optical beam could
not be reconstructed. To alleviate this limitation, we propose an approach that breaks the axial
symmetry of this fiber system and enables to impose various non-uniform electric potential
distributions along the fiber axis. By doing so, we can generate
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Fig. 1. A(1). 3D Schematic of the multimaterial fiber thermal drawing fabrication approach.
A(2). Schematic of a connected photodetecting fiber with an illumination event. The graph
represents the linear current density in the dark and under the represented illumination. B.
Scanning Electron Microscope micrograph of the fiber cross-section (inset: zoom-in on the
contact between the core and the CPC electrode); C. Schematic of the fiber system’s equivalent
circuit.

and measure several global photo-currents iph where the fixed and unknown distribution σph(z)
is modulated by different known voltage distributions V(z). We will then be able to access
several independent photo-current measurements from which information about the intensity
distribution along the fiber axis will be extracted, as we will see.
To controllably impose a non-uniform electrical potential profile V(z), we propose to
replace one (or both) metallic conducts by a composite material that has a higher electrical
resistivity. This electrode, or resistive channel, can no longer be considered equipotential and
the potential drop accors the semiconductor will vary along the fiber axis. An ideal material
for this resistive channel was found to be a composite polymer recently successfully drawn
inside multimaterial fibers [25], that embeds Carbon black nanoparticles inside a
Polycarbonate matrix (hereafter: conducting polycarbonate or CPC) [28]. The CPC resistivity,
ρCPC (1-10 Ω.m as measured post-drawing), lies in-between the low resistivity of metallic
elements (typically 107 Ω.m) and the high resistivity of chalcogenide glasses (typically 1061012 Ω.m) used in multimaterial fibers. It is very weakly dependant on the optical radiations
considered so that it will not interfere with the detection process.
To validate this approach we first demonstrate the drawing compatibility of these
materials. We fabricated a photodetecting fiber with a semiconducting chalcogenide glass
core (of composition As40Se50Te10) contacted by one metallic electrode (Sn63Pb37) and by
another conduct made out of the proposed CPC composite. A Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) micrograph of the resulting fiber cross-section is shown in Fig. 1B that demonstrate
the excellent cross-sectional features obtained. To first theoretically analyze this new system,
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we depict its equivalent circuit in Fig. 1C. The semiconducting core can be modelled as
multiple resistors in parallel, while the CPC channel is comprised of resistors in series. To
find the voltage distribution V(z) in this circuit, we can apply Kirchoff’s laws at point A:
V ( z )  V ( z  dz ) V ( z  dz )  V ( z ) V ( z )


, or
RCPC
RCPC
Rg

or simply:

with

 2V V ( z )

z 2  ( z )2

 ( z) 

g ( z) 
Scpc
 cpc 2

R
 2V
 CPC2 V ( z )
2
z
Rg dz

(1)

(2)

(3)

where RCPC is the resistance of the CPC channel over an infinitesimal distance dz
( RCPC   CPC dz / S CPC ), SCPC being the surface area of the CPC electrode in the fiber crosssection. Similarly, Rg is the resistance of a slab of cylindrical semiconducting core of length dz
that can be derived by considering a point contact between the electrodes and the solid-core,
( R g ( z )   g ( z ) /(2dz) ,with ρg the glass resistivity). The new parameter δ has the
dimensionality of a length and is referred to as the characteristic length of the fiber system. It
can be tuned by engineering the glass composition (hence changing ρg), as well as the
structure and geometry of the fiber.
Two sets of boundary conditions depicted in Fig. 2 can be defined for this system: BC(1)
where one fiber end (z = 0 or L) is brought to a potential VBC(1)(0) = V0 while the other (z = L
or 0) is left floating, resulting in VBC(1)(L)/z = 0 since no accumulation of charges is
expected; and BC(2) where we apply a voltage at both fiber ends, VBC(2)(0) = V0 and VBC(2)(L)
= VL. The two potential profiles can then be derived when δ is independent of z, and are given
by two convex functions:
 Lz
V0 cosh 

  
V BC1 ( z ) 
 L
cosh  
 

(4)

 Lz
z
V0 sinh h 
  VL sinh h  
  
 
V BC 2 ( z ) 
(5)
 L
sinh  
 
To assess our model, we fabricated three fibers with different materials and structures. All
fibers have one metallic electrode (Sn63Pb37 alloy) and one CPC electrode of same size. Two
fibers have a solid-core structure like the one shown in Fig. 1B, with two different glass
compositions from the chalcogenide system As-Se-Te, As40Se50Te10 (AST10) and As40Se42Te18
(AST18). The third fiber has a thin-film structure with a 500 nm layer of As40Se50Te10 [22,24].
This thin film structure is expected to have a very large characteristic length since its
conductance is many orders-of-magnitude lower than the one of both metallic and CPC
electrodes. In solid-core fibers however, δ should be of the order of the fiber length, inducing
a significant variation in the potential profile.
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Fig. 2. (A) Schematic of the fiber contact for boundary conditions (1) and graph representing
the experimental results (dots) and the fitted theoretical model (lines) of the voltage profile
between the CPC electrode and the metallic conduct at different points along the fiber axis,
when the fiber is under BC(1) and for different fibers: in black, AST 10 thin-film; in blue, AST10
core and in red, AST18. (B) Same as (A) but when the fiber is under BC(2).

Separate measurement of the CPC electrode resistiviy (ρCPC = 1.4 Ω.m and ρCPC = 1.2 Ω.m in
pieces from the AST10 and AST18 fibers respectively) and the glass conductivities lead to
expected δ values of 40 cm and 9 cm in the AST10 and AST18 fibers respectively, the higher
conductivity of AST18 being responsible for the lower δ parameter [33].
We then cut a 60-cm-long piece from each fiber and made several points of contact on the
CPC electrodes while contacting the metallic conduct at a single location. We applied a 50 V
potential difference for both BC(1) and BC(2), and measured the potential drop between the
contact points along the CPC channel and the equipotential metallic conduct, using a Keithley
6517A multimeter. The experiment was performed in the dark to ensure the uniformity of δ.
The results are presented in Fig. 2 where the data points are the experimental measurements
while the curves represent the theoretical model derived above, fitted over δ. As we expected,
the thin-film fiber maintains a uniform potential along its axis. For solid-core fibers, the fitting
values (43 cm and 11 cm for BC(1), and 44 cm and 11 cm for BC(2) for AST 10 and AST18
fibers respectively) match very well with the expected δ parameters given above. The
discrepancy is due to errors in measuring the different dimensions in the fiber, and potential
slight non-uniformity of the glass conductivity due to local parasitic crystallization during the
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fabrication process [34]. Noticeably, the δ values obtained for both boundary conditions are in
excellent agreement, which strongly validates our model.
3. Hybrid Thin-film/Solid-core fiber structure
Solid core fibers can hence support convex potential profiles that can be tuned using different
glass compositions or fiber structure. When an optical signal is impingent on the fiber
however, δ is no longer uniform as we considered earlier, since the glass resistivity is locally
changed. This will in turn affect V(z) that becomes an unknown function of the intensity
distribution of the optical wave front. Moreover, thin-film structures are a more attracting
system to work with in light of their better sensitivity and other advantages described in ref
[22]. To address these observations we propose an hybrid structure that enables to impose
convex potential distributions that remain unchanged under illumination, accross a
semiconducting thin-film that is used as the higher sensitivity detector. The fiber cross-section
is shown in Fig. 3A, where a CPC electrode contacts both a solid-core and a thin-film
structure. The equivalent circuit is represented in Fig. 3C, where one can see that the two
systems are in parallel. The drop of potential between the CPC channel and the metalic
electrodes (both at the same potential) expressed in Eq. (1) now becomes: V(1/Rc + 1/Rf)
where Rc and Rf are the resistance of a slab of cylindrical semiconducting solid-core and thinfilm respectively, of length dz. This leads to a new differential equation:
 1
 2V
1  V
V  2  2   2
2


z
 c  f  c

(6)

since δc and δf, the characteristic parameters for the solid-core and the thin-film respectively,
verify δc << δf as can be anticipated from earlier results. The potential distribution is hence
imposed by the solid-core system, while the current flowing through the photoconducting film
can be measured independently, thanks to the different metallic electrodes contacting the
solid-core and the thin-film structures. Similar boundary conditions can be imposed to the
solid-core sub-system as before.
To verify our approach we fabricated a fiber integrating a structure with a CPC electrode
in contact with both a solid-core of AST10 and a thin layer of the As40Se52Te8 glass. This glass
composition was chosen for its better thermal drawing compatibility with the polysulfone
(PSU) cladding used here, which results in a better layer uniformity. Note that in this fiber, the
metallic electrodes were embedded inside a CPC electrode. The conductivity of this assembly
is still dominated by the high conductivity of the metal. The high viscosity of CPC in contact
with the thin-film is however beneficial to maintain a layer of uniform thickness [35]. The
contacts between the CPC electrodes and the glasses were found to be ohmic.
We reproduced the experiment described above to measure the potential drop between the
CPC and the metallic electrodes along a one-meter long fiber piece. This time however, the
experiment was done under three conditions: first in the dark, then when the fiber was
illuminated, at the same location, by a white light source and then by a green (532 nm) LED,
with intensity so that the generated photo-current in the thin-film by both illumination was
almost the same. The results are shown in Fig. 3B and illustrate the proposed concept very
well. Indeed, Since the green light is almost fully absorbed in the semiconducting layer [24], a
significant change of thin-film resistivity (and hence a high photo-curent) can be obtained
while leaving δc, and thus the potential distribution across the layer, unchanged. White light
on the other hand penetrates much deeper in the material and will change the conductivity of
both the thin-film and the fiber core, changing δc and the voltage distribution. From these
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Fig. 3. A. SEM micrograph of a fiber with the new thin-film/solid-core structure. B.
Experimental results (dots, the lines are added for clarity) of the voltage profile of a one-meter
long fiber piece from panel A in the dark (in blue), and under a spot of white light (in red) and
green light (in green) at the same location, same width and of similar intensity. C. schematic of
the electrical connection to one fiber end.

experiments we could extract the value δc = 143 cm for this fiber system. This value is much
larger than measured before due to the increase of SCPC imposed by the new structure design.
Note that we used green versus white light for this proof of concept, but many fiber
parameters such as the glass composition or fiber geometry can be tuned to apply this
approach to a wide range of radiation frequencies.
Our new fiber system can now support a fixed potential profile V(z) that can be varied by
changing the applied boundary conditions. Given the linear relation of hyperbolic functions
that appear in the convex potential profiles derived in Eq. (3), one realizes that all possible
profiles are a linear combination of the two functions:
V I ( z) 

and

V
 Lz
sinh h 

sinh  L /  c 
  

(7)

V
z
sinh h  
sinh  L /  c 
 

(8)

V II ( z ) 

obtained for the boundary conditions V0 = V and VL = 0, and vice versa. A third independent
voltage profile can also be imposed by applying a voltage between the CPC electrode and the
electrode contacting the thin-film only, resulting in a nearly uniform potential V111 (z) = V,
since δf is much larger than the fiber lengths considered. Hence, we can measure three
independent photo-currents that result from the integration of the stimuli intensity profile
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modulated by these different voltage distributions, from which some axial information about
σph and hence Ф0 can be extracted as we show below.
4. Resolving a single optical beam
Let us consider the case of an incident uniform light beam, with a rectangular optical wave
front, at a position z0 along the fiber axis, and with a width 2Δz. It generates a photoconductivity profile σph(z) = σph if z  z 0  z , z 0  z  , and 0 otherwise. The generated
current for each configuration can be derived, integrating over the illumination width and rearranging the hyperbolic terms:
I
i ph


2CV  ph

 L  z0 
 z 
sinh h 
 sinh h  
sinh  L /  c 
 c 
 c 

II
i ph


2CV  ph

z 
 z 
sinh h  0  sinh h  
sinh  L /  c 
 c 
 c 
III
i ph
 2CV  ph z

(9)

(10)
(11)

Remarkably, the first two currents are a function of the beam position which can be simply
I
II leviating the dependence on the beam intensity and
extracted by taking the ratio r  i ph
/ i ph
width. We can extract z0 from the measurement of r through the relation:
z0 

 e L / c  r 
ln   L / c
2 e
 r 

c

(12)

This was experimentally verified by illuminating a one-meter long piece of the fiber shown in
Fig. 3, with a 1 cm width beam from a green LED, at different locations along the fiber
length. The results are shown in Fig. 4A where the straight line represents the experimental
points of illumination of the fiber while the dots are the reconstructed positions from
measuring the ratio of photo-currents r. The agreement between the experimental and
measured positions is excellent, with errors made on the position smaller than ± 0.4 cm in the
middle of the fiber.
Fluctuations of the photo-currents come from various sources [30–32] and results in
variations of the ratio r and hence in errors in the measured beam’s position. The axial
resolution of this system depends on a large number of parameters (fiber length, δc, beam
position and intensity, fiber materials and geometry etc…), and an exhaustive study of it is
beyond the scope of this paper. We can however assess the resolution of our system in the
experimental conditions of the data shown in Fig. 4A. To do so we first measure the dark
current noise iN, considered in good approximation to be the only source of noise here. We
found it to be around 10 pA in our experimental conditions, using similar techniques as those
explained in ref [22]. This noise current is the same for configurations I and II given the
I , II
symmetry of the system. Intuitively, when one measures a photo-current i ph
, its mean value
I , II
lies within the segment defined by i ph
 iN . In a simple and conservative approach, we define

the resolution of our system as the difference z0+- z0- of the two obtained positions z0+ and z0when the maximum error on the currents are made, i.e when r is given by
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the illuminated fiber by a single optical beam and graph of the real
position (black dashed line) and reconstructed position with error bars(blue dots) of an optifcal
beam incident on a 1 m-long fiber at different positions. (B) Schematic of the illuminated fiber
by a rectangular optical wave front. And graph of the real profile (black doted line) and
reconstructed profile (blue dots) of a rectangular wave front incident on the same fiber.







I
II
I
II
r  i ph
 iN  / i ph
 iN  and r  i ph
 iN / i ph
 iN respectively. These error bars are

represented in the graph of Fig. 4A. The resolution found is sub-centimeter, corresponding to
two orders of magnitude smaller than the fiber length. Note that the fiber materials and
geometry can be tuned using the approaches described in ref [22]. to achieve targeted axial
resolution and sensitivity, given the expected stimulus intensity. This is to the best of our
knowlegdge the first time that a beam of light can be localized over such an extended length
and with such a resolution, using a single one dimensional distributed photodetecting device
requiring only four points of electrical contact.
The beam position is not the only spatial information we can reconstruct with this system.
II
III
Indeed, the ratio of i ph
and i ph
allows us to reconstruct Δz as z0 is known, by measuring the
III
ratio sinh(z /  c ) /(z /  c ) . This also enables to evaluate σph, using i ph
, and hence

reconstruct the associated beam intensity . In Fig. 3B we show the experimental illumination
profile of a green LED light (black dashed line, centered at 43 cm, width 18 cm, with a
conductivity σph = 6 σdark) and the reconstructed profile from current measurements (blue data
points, centered at 43.5 cm, width 24 cm and σph = 4.7σdark). The positioning is very accurate
as expected from the results above, while a slightly larger width is measured. This error is due
II
III
to the large value of δc compared to Δz, which results in a ratio of i ph
to i ph
more sensitive to
I
II
noise than the ratio of i ph
over i ph
. It is however clear from discussions above that the fiber

system can be designed to have a much better resolution for different beam width ranges, by
tuning δc to smaller values.
Also under study is the integration time required for this system. The speed at which we
can vary the potentials depends on the bandwidth associated with the equivalent circuit, taking
into account transient current effects in amorphous semiconductors. In this proof-of-concept,
measurements were taken under DC voltages applied, varrying the boundary conditions after
transient currents are stabilized (typically after a few seconds). Novel designs, especially
fibers where the semiconducting material has been crystallized through a post-drawing
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crystallization process [34], and integrating rectifying junctions that have proven to have
several kHz of bandwidth [29], could result in significant improvement in device performance
and speed.
5. Extracting axial information from multiple incoming beams
When more than one beam are incident on the fiber, each one brings a set of three unknown
parameters to be resolved (its axial position, width and power). Since our detection scheme
provides three independent photo-currents, some prior knowledge on the stimuli is then
required to localize each beam along the fiber axis. For example, we can localize two similar
illumination events (with approximately same width and power), that are incident at different
axial positions. Let us consider the simpler case where two such beams impinging the fiber
have a width 2Δz much smaller than the solid-core characteristic length δc (so that
sinh(z /  c ) /(z /  c )  1 ). They each generate a photo-conductivity σph at their positions z1
and z2 (with z1 < z2). The photo-currents measured are the sum of the measured currents with
z  z1
individual beams. Defining Z m  z1  z 2 and Z D  2
, we can derive:
2
2
I
i ph


4CV  ph

sinh  L /  c 

II
i ph


 z 
 L  Zm 
 ZD 
sinh h   sinh h 
 sinh h 



c
 c


 c 

4CV  ph

 z 
Z 
Z 
sinh h   sinh h  m  sinh h  D 
sinh  L /  c 
 c 
 c 
 c 
III
i ph
 4CV  ph z

(13)

(14)
(15)

Following the same approach as in the single beam case, we can reconstruct Zm and ZD, and
hence z1 and z2. In Fig. 5A, we show the experimental illumination of a fiber with two
identical beams of width 6 cm from the same green LED (dashed black curve) at positions
54 cm and 75 cm. The blue dots represent the reconstructed beams’ positions, with measured
position 51 ± 3 cm and 78 ± 3 cm for the two beams. The error on the positions were
computed in a similar fashion as before.
An optical signal made out of three beams requires even more additional constraints to be
resolved. For example, three similar beams equidistant from one to the next can be detected
and localized with our system. Indeed, here again only two unknowns have to be found: the
central beam position and the distance between two adjacent beams. The derivation of the
algorithm to extract these positions from the different current measurements is very similar to
what has been derived above. In Fig. 5B we show experimental results of the localization of
three incoming beams of same width (Δz = 6 cm) and intensity (generating a photoconductivity σph = 8.5σdark) at positions z1 = 35.5 cm, z2 = 55.5 cm, and z3 = 75.5 cm. The
generated conductivity pattern is represented by a black doted line on the graph. The
reconstructed positions from photo-current measurements were 30 ± 4 cm, 51.5 ± 4 cm and
73 ± 4 cm, in very good agreement with the real beams locations. Note that in these two
multiple beams cases, we could only extract the position of the beams but not their intensity
nor width. If we knew the width of each beam however, we would be able to extract the
position and intensity assuming that this intensity is the same.
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Fig. 5. (A) Schematic: photodetecting fiber illuminated by two similar optical beams. Graph:
position measurements of the two beams. In black doted line is the conductivity profile
generated by the two incoming beams while the blue dots are the reconstructed positions with
the error bars. (B) Schematic: photodetecting fiber illuminated by three similar optical beams.
Graph: position measurements of the three beams. In black doted line is the conductivity
profile generated by the three incoming beams while the blue dots are the reconstructed
positions with the error bars.

6. Conclusion
In conclusion, axially resolved optical detection was achieved in an axially symmetric
multimaterial fiber. A fiber architecture that combines insulating and semiconducting domains
together with conductive metallic and polymeric materials was demonstrated. This
architecture supports a convex electric potential profile along the fiber axis that can be varied
by changing the boundary conditions. As a result, the position, width and the intensity of an
arbitrary incoming rectangular optical wavefront could be reconstructed. Under given
constraints, two and three simultaneously incident beams could also be spatially resolved. The
ability to localize stimuli along an extended fiber length using simple electronic measurement
approaches and with a small number of electrical connections, presents intruiging
opportunities for distributed sensing.
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